Radioligand competitive binding methodology for the evaluation of platelet-activating factor (PAF) and PAF-receptor antagonism using intact canine platelets.
High-affinity, stereoselective, and ligand-selective specific binding of 3H-labeled platelet-activating factor (PAF) to its receptor on the dog platelet is reproducible over wide mass and concentration ranges of [3H]PAF. The [3H]PAF specific binding can be competitively inhibited by low picogram amounts of nonlabeled PAF. These observations have led to the formulation of radioligand competitive binding methodology for the detection and estimation of PAF in a biological lipid sample and the quantitative evaluation of PAF-receptor antagonism. The methodology is predicated upon correlation between the ability of a PAF analog/biological lipid sample/(synthetic) substance to inhibit [3H]PAF specific binding to the washed canine platelet and the known inhibition of [3H]PAF specific binding by standard, nonradioactive PAF. Application of this methodology to lipid extracts of human saliva has uncovered the finding that subjects with upper respiratory infection and chronic allergies have high saliva PAF contents. Pharmacologically active antiallergy agents known to inhibit PAF-induced pathology in animal models of disease were demonstrated, with the methology advanced, to act as PAF-receptor antagonists, and their potencies were quantified. These investigations indicate that the system proposed, in its ease, economy, sensitivity, specificity and capacity, has practical value for detecting and estimating PAF in biological lipid extracts and for evaluating PAF-receptor antagonism.